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The irresistible homemade morsels are back -- bake and decorate an even wider variety of treats.  

Cake pops are so much fun to make, decorate and serve! By popular demand, they're back in this

comprehensive cookbook that will appeal to novice and experienced cake pops enthusiasts alike. 

These all-new recipes feature brand new flavors and completely unique applications for the

amazingly versatile BabycakesÂ® cake pop maker. Other new features include innovative gifts,

displays and decorating ideas that showcase the cake pops in a wide range of holidays and

occasions -- whether it's a graduation party or a wedding shower.  The topics have been expanded

and new ones unveiled -- everything from meatballs, tapas, breakfast bites, donuts and donut holes,

to brownies, biscuits and so much more. And the all-important Cakes and Sweets section has also

been expanded to include every imaginable flavor, color and decorating technique.  Dozens of color

step-by-step photos in the introductory pages provide an inspirational and instructional kick start.

They provide decorating inspiration for simple and fancy pops. You'll be able to simply and easily

understand and ultimately execute fun and creative decorating ideas. The show-stopping

presentation ideas are incredible -- everything from a cake pops arrangement that says "get well" to

a sports team celebration and New Year's Eve celebrations.  Thousands of consumers have

enjoyed the recipes for the little cake gems on a stick, doughnuts and savory appetizers from 175

Best BabycakesÂ® Cake Pop Maker Recipes and this completely new book jam-packed with

fantastic ideas is also sure to be a hit.
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I got this hoping to find some good from scratch recipes to use but most of them seem to have a

cake batter base to them and just ok, I have a from scratch chocolate cake-pop recipe that is great

but it didn't come from this book and was hoping to find more good ones. The glazes however are

wonderful.

This book has a wide variety of recipes including appetizers. I like the fact that all of the recipes are

for actual cake pops made in the cake pop baker, not where you mix up a cake mix and add icing to

it to make the balls. I have so many recipes marked to bake it will keep me baking something new

for a long time. I also like the added notes, to either slightly change the recipe or suggestions on

how to use the cake pops. Even has a section on cake pops for special occasions. I'd seen all the

cake balls cook books but wanted something beyond that and not just with sweets.

I guess I should have done a little research on "pops" because they're awfully sweet--- the ideas are

cute, and will occasionally be sharing with grandkids but they're basically more trouble than they're

worth although if you're "idea challenged" then the book will be a good source for you to peruse..

This is indeed a better book than the first edition, that I purchase two years ago. It has more recipes,

tips, and suggestions and more color pictures. So yes I would recommend this for any serious cake

Pop Maker.

I would love to see a few more photos in this particular book. well done, easy to read and full of

great hints and things I would have not though about since I m far from being a baker. Give me a

Kamado grill or BBQ and I win hands down, no so baking.

I love these books and this is my second one. I have only tried a few recipes and I prefer the ones

that don't use cake mixes, but there are still a lot of great recipes. So far, we've liked everything I've

tried. There are lots of recipes for cakes, muffins, frostings, dips and ideas for decorating. The

recipes are great but are really designed for the Babycakes cake pop maker.

This book has quite a few recipes for the "baby cakes" cake pop maker. It has an excellent tutorial

with lots of tips and suggestions to making cake pops easier. Just wish there were more pictures. It

is always nice to see what the recipe is supposed to look like.



The recipes work and taste good too. The tips are helpful.Can't make enough for my four hungry

kids. They don'twait for me to put sticks on them. They just grab a forkand start eating.
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